ToolPro

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ToolPro Drywall Hand Sander
#04010

- Features an ergonomic wood handle, offset from base plate for knuckle clearance
- Tempered-aluminum base plate with a polyethylene pad
- For use with die-cut sanding sheets or half sheet of standard sandpaper
- Wingnut thumbscrews allow for multiple sheets
- Simply load paper and remove one sheet at a time when it becomes worn to have a brand new sanding surface
- Sander size 3-3/8 in. x 9-3/8 in.

ToolPro Drywall Pole Sander with Female Wood Handle
#TP04025

- Full length ridges along back of sander add strength without weight
- Tempered-aluminum base plate with a polyethylene pad
- For use with die-cut sanding sheets or half sheet of standard sandpaper
- Wingnut thumbscrews allow for multiple sheets
- Simply load paper and remove one sheet at a time when it becomes worn to have a brand new sanding surface
- Sander size 3-1/4 in. x 9-3/8 in.

ToolPro Long Tab
4-3/16 in. x 11-5/16 in.
Drywall Sanding Sheets (100-Pack)

- For sanding finished drywall joints
- Heavy duty, D-weight silicon carbide paper is precut to fit both pole and hand sanders
- Longer tabs for easy installation of multiple sheets
- High strength bonding system is resistant to water and heat for extended life
- Works great with hand and pole sanders

Part # | Size
--- | ---
TP04100 | 80
TP04110 | 100
TP04120 | 120
TP04130 | 150
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